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Engineered, Designed &
Assembled in America

Make Life a Little Greener



 In a post pandemic world, biophilic design is becoming a popular
method of introducing comfort and wellness to a space. 

Calienna Cafe, Vienna



Tailored Photometric Solutions

We have a dedicated team of commercial plant
lighting specialists that are on hand to complement
rather than sacrifice your design. Receive
photometric reports from our team to accurately
support and secure your investment. 

Quality Lighting

Made with the highest level of care and integrity,
Soltech's lights integrate a highly-precise
photosynthetic spectrum with museum-quality décor
lighting. This provides Interiorscapers with the
necessary tool to support plant growth in any space
while giving off beautiful ambient lighting.

Addidas Terrex, Vancouver



Won International Plantscape Award's Diamond Award and "Best in Show" 2022

Meredith Connel with Outside In, New Zealand



Highland™ LED Track
Light System

Sleekly set on a track, this
scalable grow light

application allows you to
support the growth of plants

indoors while displaying them
with museum-quality lighting,
leaving you with a lush, green
plant gallery that will flourish

in any space. 



Calienna Cafe, Vienna

SBA's Eastern Pennsylvania Entrepreneurial Success of the Year Award 2022



The Highland is comprised

of a LED with a

photosynthetic spectrum, a

sleek aluminum body, and

an interchangeable lens for

plants big to small, and near

to far.

The Westin, Tempe AZ

Highland Track Lights



Choom, Toronto



Aspect™ LED Pendant
Lights

Our flagship, pendant-style LED
plant light, the Aspect, offers a
highly precise photosynthetic

spectrum that keeps your plants
thriving, while its sleek profile

brings a versatility to any space. 



Museum of Contemporary Art, Toronto 



Vita™ Grow Lights

A Small footprint, with big results. The Vita™ Grow Light was made
with adaptability in mind. This bulb can be retrofitted into existing
light fixtures to provide plants with its highly precise photosynthetic

spectrum while illuminating the space with  brilliant, warm white
ambient light. The Vita™ is also dimmable so that you can provide

the perfect amount of light to your plant, every time. 

https://soltech.com/collections/vita/products/vita-grow-light


Soltech understands that each
space and plant has unique
lighting requirements. Our team
of lighting specialists will
provide you with a
comprehensive photometric
layout and report, tailored to
ensure optimal plant health. We
will guide you in determining the
number of lights necessary for
efficient and effective growth.
These lighting layouts also
facilitate communication with
your contractors before
installation, ensuring a smooth
and successful project.
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Lifespan: 50,000 hours
Guarantees: 5 year

manufacturer's
warranty

Power 30 W

CRI 97

Color Temperature 3000K

Body Construction Aluminium

Operating Voltage 90-240 VAC

Dimensions 6"x 3"x 3"

Heatsink
Fanless, passive

cooling

Fixture Specifications



Sierra Water, Neveda





Brown Bag Films By New Earth Soltuions



Adidas - New Earth Solutions - Eaton Center, Toronto



The Westin, Tempe AZ

Torontonian, New Earth Solutions 

Dentist's office, Habitat Horticulture

Shopify

Google Headquarters, New York

Ubisoft

Choom, Toronto

Achievers, New Earth Solutions
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